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LLOYD LEWIS · EMCEE
Hello and welcome to the 2020 Lieutenant Governor of Alberta Emerging Artist awards!
Though we cannot gather in person to recognize this year’s 10 outstanding Emerging Artists, we are
so proud to introduce them to you this morning - and share a bit of their brilliance with you.
I am Lloyd Lewis, Board Director of the Lieutenant Governor of Alberta Arts Awards Foundation.
And on behalf of the Foundation, I would like to thank our patron, Her Honour, Lois E. Mitchell,
Lieutenant Governor of Alberta, for her ongoing enthusiasm and support.
It is very special to have the Queen’s representative preside over the awards, and if we were together
in person, we would all stand to welcome Her Honour with the Vice Regal salute as tribute. Today –
we are a little less formal but no less honoured.
Welcome Your Honour.
These awards were created by four Albertan visionaries:
• Jenny Belzberg, whose vision and efforts with her fellow founders led to the establishment of
the Foundation in 2003.
• the late Fil Fraser
• the late John Poole.
• and the late Tommy Banks – who we are happy to include through his music underscoring
today’s program.
Through their efforts, annual arts awards in recognition of artistic excellence – of both emerging and
distinguished artists, will remain in perpetuity as an enduring gift to Alberta.
At the heart of these awards is the artistic community itself, spearheaded for us by The Banff Centre
which oversees the adjudication process. Thank you to Tamara Ross, director of programs, who led
our four jurors in their deliberations – we know it is no small task: these adjudicators were charged
with narrowing 160 exceptional applicants down to these worthy 10. A big thank you to our jurors:
Denise Clarke, Adam Fox, Alice Major, and Lindsey Sharman. We’ll hear from them as we introduce
the awardees.
And finally, I would like to extend a warm welcome to our artists, the reason we are here, and to your
family and friends. Welcome.
The Honourable Lois E. Mitchell, Lieutenant Governor of Alberta, has been a champion and
wholehearted promoter of these awards since her first days of office. We are privileged to have Her
Honour speak to our awardees today and bring to these awards the distinguished recognition they
merit. This is the 3rd Emerging Artist celebration Her Honour has presided over, and I know she loves
this opportunity to encourage and celebrate these artists!
Your Honour, I am pleased to invite you to address us on the occasion of the 2020 Emerging Artist
Awards announcement.

HONOURABLE LOIS E. MITCHELL · LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF ALBERTA
Hello and thank you for joining us for this celebration of 10 truly remarkable Alberta artists. I’m sorry
that we can’t hold this year’s ceremony in person, due to covid-19 measures. I always draw a great
deal of inspiration from meeting and learning from our amazing emerging artists. Having said that, I
know that you are just beginning your careers, and we will all have ample opportunities to appreciate
your talents one day soon. In many ways, this temporary but dramatic change to our daily lives has
served to underscore just how much the arts contribute to our lives.
The arts are a tremendous source of energy and inspiration and I know that everyone has been
missing the countless benefits that come from gathering together as a community to engage with
our artists
In the meantime, this virtual celebration gives us the chance to meet our extraordinary Emerging
Artists for 2020. You represent an exploding range of disciplines, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building community through classical music;
Coaching deaf youth in the theatre arts;
Using multi-disciplinary mediums to explore cultural displacement;
Writing to address timely issues of health and feminism;
Exploring LGBTQ-plus themes using magic realism and urban fantasy that challenge any
notion of the prairies as a dull place;
Altering reality with music, video and artificial intelligence tools; and
Posing questions about Indigenous identity and relationship to land and then, telling
uniquely Alberta stories through uniquely Alberta art.

You artists represent fresh perspectives on the Alberta we love, seen through the eyes of brilliant,
visionary artists.
Your enthusiasm, creativity and intelligence remind us why culture matters in a civil society. You
make me proud to be Albertan…and I am eager to explore your work in person one day soon. We’ll all
enjoy watching your careers develop for many years to come!
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Since 2008, 53 artists have received the Lieutenant Governor of Alberta Emerging Artist Award. We
know from past winners that the validation and recognition of the award is a real boost to the
spirit - both personal and artistic!
Jenna Rodgers is one of our 2018 Emerging Artists. She is founder and Artistic Director of Chromatic
Theatre in Calgary and known for her advocacy in arts equity.
She is a member of the Theatre Arts Collective for Consent and Respect, a founding member of the
Calgary Congress for Equity and Diversity in the Arts, and current President of the Theatre Alberta
Board.
Please welcome Jenna Rodgers to bring congratulations to this year’s Emerging Artists.

JENNA RODGERS · EMERGING ARTIST WINNER, 2019
Hello, My name is Jenna Rodgers and I am a previous recipient of the Lieutenant Governor of
Alberta’s Emerging Artist Awards. I want to start by offering my sincere congratulations to each and
every one of you. To be selected for this award is an incredible honour and I know you’ve been
selected because of your extraordinary body of work, your vast potential and the promise you bring
as we look to the future. I know first hand what an impact this award can make. It impacted my
confidence in myself as an artist, my capacity to take on meaningful projects and my motivation to
keep creating through difficult times and we are facing difficult times right now.  
Amidst this pandemic, the arts are more vital than ever. We are all turning to books, to music, to film,
to television and to digital performance to sustain our hunger for creativity. At the same time, like
me, many of you may be experiencing a drought of work and while this prize can help you through
the dry spell...I also want you to know that making art takes time. You do not have to create your next
masterpiece because there is nothing else to do. There is plenty to do right now and taking the time
to live and to rest is an investment in your future creativity.
Toni Cade Bambara...a black author, documentary filmmaker, social activist and college professor is
famous for saying that the role of the artist is to make the revolution irresistible...and my friends, we
are in the midst of a revolution. Systems are changing, people are listening and you are the creators
who are going to define what artistic practice looks like in the future. You are hope, joy and creativity.
Art...artists are powerful.
So, my wish for you going forward is that you can do what you need to do during this time to flourish.
That you can take this extraordinary platform to showcase yourself and your work and you can use it
to compel the change you wish to see in the world. Make the revolution irresistible my friends. Make
the revolution irresistible.    
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Thank you Jenna.
Now – to what we have all been waiting for – I’ll announce our ten artists with a brief overview of their
work and a video so we can meet each of them.
Kablusiak is an Inuvialuk artist based in Mohkinstsis/Calgary and holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Drawing from the Alberta University of the Arts.
Awards include the Alberta Foundation for the Arts Young Artist Prize (2017) and the Primary Colours
Emerging Artist Award (2018). Kablusiak was short-listed for the Sobey 2019 Art Award.   
Through a variety of mediums ranging from photography, installation, sculpture and drawing,
Kablusiak addresses cultural displacement with trademark ironic humour.

KABLUSIAK · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Kablusiak. My Mom’s family is from Tuktoyaktuk and my Dad’s family the Carpenters are
from Sax Harbour and I’m a visual artist. Sort of multi-disciplinary. Ranging from sculpture to
photography and everything I can fit in between.
I’m happy to be able to tell stories visually and capture people that way
I feel like as an artist you sort of have an existential crisis every couple of days or every couple hours
and you are like is this the right path...what am I doing and when things like this come along...it is
confirmation you are on the right path and the stuff that you are doing is impactful

Lindsey Sharman, “Kablusiak is without a doubt one of the most remarkable and inspiring emerging
artists I’ve known. Their artistic point of view is super exciting and what they’ve accomplished in
their relatively short career is nothing short of astounding.”
It’s important to acknowledge the territory that you are in and ask the community to embrace you as
an uninvited guest...because that mutual respect is really important.
It’s a great way to acknowledge that Alberta artists are not one note...like...maybe in the past...no
shame...Alberta is so interlocked with landscape painting...it’s beautiful...but it’s very exciting to see
the future of Alberta artists.
I would just like to thank the lands that allow us to be here in Calgary...I’m not Blackfoot so that word
is tricky - Mohkinstis. To the Treaty 7 Territory and the keepers of the land.
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Amy LeBlanc is a prolific writer: her debut poetry collection, I know something you don’t know, was
published in March 2020.
Her novella, Unlocking, will be published by the UCalgary Press in 2021.
Pedlar Press will publish her short story collection, Homebodies, in 2022.
And – how timely that her master’s thesis is a work of fiction examining pandemics and chronic
illness.

AMY LEBLANC · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Amy LeBlanc. I am a poet and fiction writer...currently completing my MA in English
Literature at The University of Calgary.
I’d always loved to write...I’d always written poems and short stories, but I had the opportunity to take

a fiction class with Aritha Van Herk and she just instilled this love for craft and narrative in me and
that was when I first started really thinking about publication as a possibility.
I think what I find most exciting about the creative process is just the open ended possibilities...that
you have an idea and that you have the opportunity to take something and run with it and see what
happens.
I just published my first book...my first book came out in March with Gordon Hill Press...It’s called
I know something you don’t know. So, I’m just kind of having the excitement right now of having
launched my first born child into the world.

Alice Major, “I’m really impressed by Amy’s creativity in finding different forms and genres and
experimenting with different ways of writing about the issues she wants to address like feminism or
disability. That’s what writers do...we mess around in the rummage bin of literature to find the right
way to address the important things of now.”
This award means the world to me right now...it’s really exciting because it’s the path I’ve been
leading myself toward and I’ve been going down for a couple of years now and this award just gives
so much legitimacy to the decisions that I’ve made to be an artist and it gives the confidence to know
that I’m writing something that’s worth reading.
I’m working on a full length novel...my first, for my masters thesis and I also want to start thinking
about putting together a second full length poetry collection.
It means so much to me as an Alberta artist...especially because so much of what I’ve been able to
accomplish is because of the support of the arts community.
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Luc Tellier is a theatre actor, director, and educator.
He’s been seen in over twenty-five professional productions since graduating from MacEwan
University’s Theatre Arts Program in 2014.
As an arts educator and through his own freelance workshops, he mentors hundreds of students
every year – sharing his belief that the arts are for everyone!

LUC TELLIER · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Luc Tellier...I am an Albertan theatre actor, director and educator. I’m lucky enough to
freelance in those three disciplines...all year round.
To be able to have this moment of pause and the recognition is very exciting. It’s like a little voice of
confidence telling me that I’m in the right place right now

Denise Clark, “Luc Tellier inspired in the jury not only an appreciation of the future as viewed through
the lenses of his energy, his kindness and his list of impressive achievements, but also his refreshed
sense of what is possible right now in the present. He’s a generous community member, a sensitive
and thoughtful reminder of how to make things better for others and most importantly, Luc Tellier is
an excellent artist. He best represents the values of why culture matters in a civil society.
Congratulations Luc.”
As a queer person I didn’t see a lot of queer stories growing up...and if i had my life would have been
very different in a great way. I would have seen people like me and I wouldn’t have been questioning
myself alone and so I think casting and employing diversely is a chance to reflect all of the beautiful
people in our society right back to them.
I think you can actually practice the skill of empathy and so to be sharing that with young people and
telling them that they are right and that their opinions are valid and that their voices are heard is a
pretty exciting way to shape some excellent humans.
I think it’s an opportunity to change the way Albertans see themselves truly...if it comes down to a
billboard you are driving by...if a queer kid sees a person, a queer couple on a billboard...that’s just
a quick moment of Ohhh...I identify with that...I know what that is. If deaf kids see deaf kids in a tv
show...that’s a moment of excitement and being seen and recognized.  
Through this amazing award...we’ve all been recognized together and I’m really excited to see what’s
next for us as a group moving forward.

LLOYD LEWIS · EMCEE
Carlos Foggin is driven by his passion to share live orchestral music with as many Albertans as
possible! In 2016, he founded the Rocky Mountain Symphony Orchestra which has since performed
to more than 30,000 Albertans in over 50 community concerts.
He is a celebrated pianist, organist and improviser. He has performed internationally on some of the
world’s finest organs.

CARLOS FOGGIN/EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Carlos Foggin and I’m a native Albertan.
Growing up in a remote rural area there are not a lot of symphony orchestras that come through...in
fact none.
I didn’t even go into music in University...I did Science, Education and taught, and my grandfather in
fact...one of the last things he said to me was go back to school and do music and so about 2 days
after his funeral I was enrolled at the University in Calgary for my Bachelor of Music program.

In 2016 I started my own orchestra and thinking that ...well, how much would it cost me for a masters
degree? I’ll probably be open to losing that much money or investing that much money into an
orchestra of my own and probably make ten times the contacts and probably get a hundred times
the experience that a Masters program would get me and here we are starting our 5th season.
We travel to these small farming communities or rural communities where you might think that
they’re not too into classical music or not interested or whatever stereotypes you may throw at the
situation...they’re sold out...people are there.
I’m really excited that this is the first time a conductor has been recognized...it’s really exciting
because it shows that classical music is still very alive and healthy and that it’s an important art form.

Adam Fox, “Community is such an important aspect. A contribution to the community which all art
could use too, but that was one of my big takeaways from Carlos’ application. His commitment to
not only music, but to community through the work that he’s done with the Rocky Mountain
Symphony Orchestra is really remarkable. Removing a lot of barriers to access that classical music
that live music presentation can traditionally have. We wanted to acknowledge that commitment and
that passion. So, congratulations Carlos.”
We don’t come to see the conductor...we come to hear the music. So, really important to me...that
yes, thank you for the award, but I have to really look to my musicians because without them it’s just
a dude with a stick.  
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Lauren Crazybull is a Blackfoot Dene artist living in Edmonton.
In 2019, Lauren was selected as Alberta’s inaugural artist in residence and was long listed for the
Kingston Portrait Prize.  
Through her art, Lauren is asking poignant questions about how Indigenous identities can be
represented, experienced, celebrated and understood through portraiture.

LAUREN CRAZYBULL · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Lauren Crazybull...I’m a Blackfoot and Dene painter and I focus mainly on portraiture
and painting, but recently I’ve started to use more mediums like audio and photography to create
more immersive installations.
A big part of The Creative Process is letting other things happen...not planning too much and not
being too rigid with my work. I want to really have spontaneous things happen within the work and I
think that’s where a lot of the fun is and what I really enjoy about the process is having those things
happen and being surprised by my own work.

When I heard about it I felt like I’m on the right track...I’m doing the right thing with my work and I
guess making art can feel uncertain a lot of times and something like this is really encouraging and
it’s going to help me continue my practice.

Lindsey Sharman, “Lauren Crazybull has been well celebrated in Alberta and this award just
continues to mark their success. I’m really impressed with the scope of Lauren’s experience and the
drive and curiosity that she shows as an artist.”
With my portrait work I paint all Indigineous folks...so, for me creating those relationships with
people...talking with them...just relating to each other I guess is a really important part of my work
and also representing different kinds of Indigineous folks.
I have roots all over Alberta.
Being an artist in Alberta can be challenging at times...people don’t really see it as an “arts” type of
province, but there’s lots of really cool artists here.
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Evan Pearce began his career by editing music videos using found footage for local bands, but he’s
now on the leading edge of two new emerging technology art forms: VJ-ing and New Media - working
at the intersection of music, video, and leading-edge technology.
Evan is fascinated with incorporating Extended Reality (XR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in a live
performance setting while VJing – and beyond.
Let’s see what that looks like…

EVAN PEARCE · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Evan Pearce...I’m a new media artist and Vjay. I got into creating video art just by making
experimental videos...using found footage for friends and local bands.
I got really into it and just wanted to keep levelling up and experimenting and trying new things and
just creating a really displaced sense of reality for live shows.
Vjing is a video jockey...it’s kind of like Djing...we are playing videos live for live music.
The thing I really like with Vjing is you can take content and you can generate so many different
ways...there are so many different ways you can manipulate it and express it.
To do that in a live performance setting is really beautiful because you are collaborating with
musicians and you are creating this distorted sense of reality for the audience and it’s triggering so
many different senses at once.

Collaboration is key...I would not be the artist that I am today if it wasn’t for any of the musicians that
I’ve collaborated with because it’s allowed me to experiment in so many different visual aspects that I
don’t think that I would ever think to try.
To be recognized and to have that reaffirming feeling of what I was doing all these years was a
blessing for sure.

Adam Fox, “The jury was really struck by the uniqueness of Evan’s work. He’s working at the
intersection of electronic music and electronic music performance and visual art and what he’s doing
is a very contemporary expression. Wanted to acknowledge an innovative approach that he takes
and also of course his commitment and acknowledge the technical requirements of that. So, we feel
confident that Evan will put this award to good use. Congratulations Evan.”
It’s about making really beautiful video art and just collaboration...that’s what it is honestly.
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Molly Wreakes is a classical french horn player with international performances as both a chamber
and orchestral musician.
Molly served as the academist with the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra In 2018/19 performing with the orchestra and training with their horn section and other orchestra members.
Molly is also an avid chamber musician who is inspired to explore community outreach
opportunities through music and musical creativity. I think you and Carlos Foggin would have a lot in
common there! Molly Wreakes…

MOLLY WREAKES · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
Hi My name is Molly Wreakes and I play the French Horn.
My Mom plays the French Horn. I grew up always hearing the horn.
I took band class throughout junior high and high school, but it didn’t become a passion...something
that was really important to me until I was about 17.
I think it’s really incredible to have been able to experience music and orchestras from all around the
world.
There are these 2 worlds because in an orchestra you kind of are...following the conductor and what
the conductor’s vision for that piece is.
There is also this other avenue that I like to explore that’s alternative arrangements on the horn and
like expanding what people think the horn is capable of...the horn is capable of so many things.

I feel so honoured to have been given this award and especially at a time where I feel like the arts and
a lot of peoples’ artistic endeavours are sort of having to be put on hold because of the situation

Adam Fox, “Molly Wreakes has an impressive CV that continues to accordion out accomplishments.
Obviously, a really talented musician who has been getting an incredible amount of opportunities
that directly result from her commitment and her talent. Really impressive how much stuff is
happening for her in Europe too. So, Molly congratulations...you are definitely a deserving recipient
of this award.”
I think that music and musical creativity can be a really nurturing experience especially for younger
minds...for kids.
Making sure that concert houses are representing everyone with the music that they play. So, that
includes women, people of colour...in all capacities. Making sure that we are not just playing the
traditional pieces.
Thank you so much…. Really...what a thrill!
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Bruce Cinnamon is a writer whose creativity thrives – in his words – in the radiant sunshine of the
gigantic Alberta sky, twisting and bending the familiar prairie landscape into carnivalesque fantasies.
Bruce won the 2015 Alberta Views short story contest; his first novel, The Melting Queen, was
published by NeWest Press in 2019. He is currently working on his second novel, a fantasy story
about a small Alberta town that suddenly vanishes when it is torn into a parallel universe by a
predatory City. A whole new take on the ‘western’…

BRUCE CINNAMON · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Bruce Cinnamon. I am a writer and I just had my first novel published last year with New
West Press in Edmonton and it’s a magic realist...alternate history of Edmonton.
I fell in love with imagining and having a really strong imagination and making up stories. I think part
of that came from my mother who was always encouraging me as a very small child.
I’m currently based in Brussels. I work for NATO. I do communications and writing.
I thought it would be nice to wear this tie...it actually belonged to my Grandfather who...shortly after
WW2 he worked at the NATO Headquarters when it was based in Paris.
As a queer Albertan and a queer artist...this really means so much to me in the sense that when I was
19 - and even much younger than that...living in Alberta and thinking what Alberta society was and
whether I felt accepted...it was really difficult.

Alice Major, “What I love about Bruce’s first novel, The Melting Queen, is how he re-imagines
Edmonton. You know, gender issues and politics...those are serious issues and a lot of writers are
dealing with them, but what Bruce does in that work is to find the joy and celebration in thinking of
how things could be different.”
Being recognized as a writer that’s part of the pantheon of really great Alberta writers..it makes me
excited.
Going into the future I’m just going to keep writing. I really just...it’s something that is a big part of my
life and I’m going to continue to do that.
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Tamara Lee-Anne Cardinal is a multimedia artist, community activist, and perpetual learner. She is a
recipient of the National BMO 1st Art! Competition Award; and of the 2017 Alberta Foundation for the
Arts Young Artist Award.
Cardinal is an active member in the urban Indigenous community in Treaty 7 Territory. Her work
reflects the teachings she receives along her journey - and invites others to become a part of the
process, to partake in its making….

TAMAR LEE-ANNE CARDINAL
I am Tamara Lee Anne Cardinal. I am a multimedia artist and large scale installations artist, sculptor
and I primarily work with natural materials.
For me it’s not only working with my hands and getting dirty...it’s really about involving others into
my practice. So, with a lot of the workshops that I host there are multiple individuals that could be
coming from various backgrounds and perspectives and everything that they bring to the table gets
infused into the art work.
For me, it’s really important to get to know who I’m working with and building on those relationships
and that just makes the artwork that much stronger.

Lindsey Sharman, “Tamara Lee-Anne Cardinal is an artist who shows a marked level of sophistication
in her work. What I think is most exciting in Tamara’s practice is that the concepts that she is
exploring transcend the work itself and are really embedded and embodied in her way of working.”
It’s allowed me to regain that confidence to move forward and know that there is the support out
there for the work that I do….that somehow what I”ve done already has helped and the path that I’m
choosing and want to be taking is also accepted by the community.
I’m really looking forward to finalizing those prerequisite courses that will help me towards my
Masters which is in Creative Art Therapy...what I”m looking to continue in my own artistic practices,

but also have a practice on the side where I’m still working in community and connecting with
individuals. Art has been such a cathartic and healing process for me that I’d like to share that for
those that are also hurting.
I just want to thank you so much from the bottom of my heart that this is happening.
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Griffin Cork is a Calgary-born actor and producer in the film and theatre industries. He is co-founder
and Artistic Producer of Hoodlum Theatre, a small collective dedicated to creating disruptive and
unabashed work. His company Numera Films took home an AMPIA Rosie Award for Best Web Series
– Fiction in 2019 for Abracadavers.
Griffin is committed to telling engaging, Alberta stories and strives to merge the mediums of film and
theatre.

GRIFFIN CORK · EMERGING ARTIST, 2020
My name is Griffin Cork...I think the titles would be that I’m an actor, producer, filmmaker here in
Calgary Alberta, but there is a term that gets tossed around in the theatre community that I really like
called the “Theatre Enabler” or “Theater Maker”...I think that’s what I aspire to be.
I’m very fortunate because I come from a family of actors. My mother is a professional actress and
director and my father used to be an actor which is how they met.
When as a kid you see your parents as superheroes...when you see something you can tell that brings
them joy and you don’t even know what the term joy means yet, but you can tell and you can see it that’s what got me into it.
I would say that the most exciting part for me about both communities is the people...the people you
work with, the people you respect, the people that you aspire to be...the people that you want to work
with, the people that you want to impress...the people that come to watch you...it’s a very people
person focused industry...it’s a whole business focused around the human connection.
Alberta and Calgary and the time I spent in Edmonton were really good to me and it fostered
everything that I cared about and a lot of the times the cities ideas and values really match up with
mine

Denise Clarke, “Griffin Cork is a fabulous example of industriousness merged with artistic vision. His
sense of the personal aesthetic is always including the collective. We were impressed with his exceptional abilities as an actor and a creator and his CV is already brimming with fascinating and engaging projects that ensure Griffin will be producing exciting experiences for fellow artists and audiences
alike. Congratulations, Griffin.”

You can talk about the credibility it gives you. You can talk about the way you feel recognition or
validation or ...but at the end of the day I think it’s...what it feels like a special little Alberta love.
I think what I would want to do with Hoodlum is kind of bridge the gap between emerging and
established rather than young and old.
There is a little nugget of potential here in Alberta and it’s going to blow up and I can’t wait...I want to
be here when it happens.
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THANK YOU TO ARTISTS ON CAMERA
What an outstanding group of Emerging Alberta Artists! Congratulations to:
Kablusiak, Amy LeBlanc, Luc Tellier, Carlos Foggin, Lauren Crazybull, Evan Pearce, Molly Wreakes,
Bruce Cinnamon, Tamara Lee-Anne Cardinal, and Griffin Cork.
And please welcome Her Honour Lois E. Mitchell to bring her closing remarks.

HONOURABLE LOIS E. MITCHELL · LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF ALBERTA
As Her Majesty the Queen’s representative in Alberta, it’s my sincere pleasure to congratulate all of
our Emerging Artists for 2020.
You are the future of the arts in Alberta. Our artists have always played a key role in telling our stories
and helping to shape who we are. That essential role will be even more important to the strength and
vibrancy of our communities as we emerge from this singular moment in our history.
To all of the artists across our province who have been creating virtual platforms to continue sharing
your gifts with us at home…thank you for giving us strength, hope and comfort…and for reminding us
why the arts truly matter.
I would like to recognize and thank our new Chair, Arlene Strom, and all the Board members and
share my gratitude to the Foundation members as well as a special shout out to our amazing
Executive Director Kathy Classen.
Thank you all for joining in this celebration and for your continued support of the arts in Alberta.
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Your Honour. Thank you and your office for your gracious hospitality and your unwavering support for
the arts in Alberta.
On behalf of my fellow Board Directors, and our Chair Arlene Strom, I’d like to thank all of you for
joining us today.
Go to our website artsawards.ca to see more information on our ten new awardees – as well as
profiles of our 20 Distinguished and 53 previous Emerging Artists! You’ll be reminded of just how rich
Alberta’s artistic community is!
Let’s continue to promote, encourage, and celebrate all of Alberta’s creative, hardworking artists.
What would our lives be without them?

